GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY/ GUWAHATI
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY/ SECUNDERABAD

FAX/ POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 21.08.2018

NO. E(O)III-2018/TR/287 (.) IN PARTIAL MODIFICATION OF BOARD'S FAX MESSAGE OF EVEN NUMBER DATED 26.07.2018, POSTING SHRI TIMOTHY TAJONANG GONMEI, SG/ IRPS, ON RETURN FROM DEPUTATION (MINISTRY OF DEFENCE), ON NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY, MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT SHRI TIMOTHY TAJONANG GONMEI, SG/ IRPS, SHOULD NOW BE POSTED ON SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY IN THE CADRE, ON HIS OWN REQUEST (.)

DATE ON WHICH SHRI TIMOTHY TAJONANG GONMEI ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED(.)

RAILWAYS(.)

(ASHA MURALIDHARAN)
UNDER SECRETARY/ E(O)III
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to:

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(G), PS/MOS(S), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(G), EDPG/MOS(S), OSD/MR, ED (Co-ord.)/MOS(G).
2. PSOs/ Sr. PPSs/PPSs to CRB, MS, DG(Pers.), AM(Staff), JS(G), JS(E), JS, JS(D), JS(C)/P, EDCC, ED(E&R), EDE(GC), EDE(RRB), EDIP, ED(T&MPP), Dir.(Estt.), Dir.(D), DS(C)/CRB, DS(E), US(D&A), US(D&A)III, US(C), VIG(C) & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, NF & SC Railways.
4. The PFAs, NF & SC Railways.
5. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, Room No.7G/F, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R.No.370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The DAI (Railways), Room No.224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. The Secretary, DoP&T, North Block, New Delhi.
14. The Secretary, Ministry of Defence, Sena Bhawan, New Delhi.
15. Shri Timothy Tajonang Gonmei, IRPS, C/o - The Secretary, Ministry of Defence, Sena Bhawan, New Delhi
16. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi for updating on the website.

S.No. 42/08.